
The Job
A 10 meter high wall, which sits at the back of 15 terrace properties, on two levels in Sneinton was becoming 
a danger to all surrouding houses. The top 2.5 meters had collapsed due to tree roots pushing through the 
brick work causing the structure to be very unstable.

Following a successful tender to Nottingham City Council Environmental Health team, NEPes, headed up by 
Darren Barker, were commissioned to project manage and rebuild the top of the wall.
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Outline of works
•   Supply and fit scaffolding system to rear gardens          
    on Spalding Rd to allow access to the top of the wall

•   Demolish and remove section of the wall that is 
    unstable  

•   Store any coping/capping bricks and 30 standard  
    brick in good condition to use at a later date.

•   Once the wall is safely removed – the existing   
    brick path will be lifted and stored for re-use later on.

•   Remove trees and clip roots throughout the section  
    of  wall and remove from site. Where roots cannot be  
    fully removed, drill holes will be made and up to 100  
    No ECO Max Tree Stump Killer Plugs will be fitted to 
    prevent further root development.

•   Contact Martin Cooke (NCC Environmental Health),  
    Structural Engineer to inspect remaining wall.

•   Supply and lay metric Red Class B engineering  
    bricks using a sand/cement/lime mix. The wall  
    will be tied using DE-Bonding Ties and include  
    expansion joint and mid-way section - depending  
    on the position of the existing pillars.

•   Chop up to 30 facing brick out on the 
    retaining wall and re-fit and point the chopped  
    bricks on completion.

•   Drill out existing weep holes using 25mm drill  
    and relay existing path - re-using existing bricks/ 
    slabs on an appropriate base.

•   Remove scaffolding and any surplus materials  
    from site.

In addition, NEPes wrote to each house informing 
them of the start date and that access to the 
alleys would be needed. Darren arranged for one of 
the homeowners to lend us their garden space so it 
could be used as an ‘on site’ storage area.

View from top of wall, at the rear of Windmill Lane properties Trees growing through the wall
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The Finished Wall


